DISH Network and Lifetime Entertainment Services
Reach Multi-Year Agreement; Lifetime Television and
Lifetime Movie Network Restored
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. & NEW YORK--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Feb. 1,
2006--EchoStar Communications Corporation (NASDAQ: DISH)
and its DISH Network and Lifetime Entertainment Services today
announced that they have reached a multi-year agreement that
provides for the distribution of Lifetime Television and Lifetime
Movie Network.
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patience throughout

"We are pleased to restore Lifetime and Lifetime Movie Network to
our viewers, and look forward to a long relationship with Lifetime
for carriage of their quality programming to our customers," said
Eric Sahl, senior vice president of Programming for DISH Network.
"We thank our customers for their patience throughout this
negotiation process, and want them to know that DISH Network
remains the home of the lowest-priced all-digital TV in the nation."
Louise Henry Bryson, president of Distribution and Affiliate Business
Development for Lifetime Entertainment Services, said: "Lifetime is
delighted to have reached an agreement with EchoStar to return
Lifetime and Lifetime Movie Network -- the #1 and #2 most
popular networks for women -- to DISH Network subscribers. We
want to thank our loyal viewers, women's advocates, and
community leaders for their outspoken support which is a
testament to the importance of these two networks to American
women. We're grateful to our viewers for their understanding, and
look forward to working with DISH Network as we continue to
deliver the highest quality entertainment and tireless advocacy on
issues of vital importance to women."
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The two channels were restored to DISH Network customers at approximately 11 p.m. ET last night. Lifetime
Television will return to the America's Top 60 and DISH Latino Dos programming packages, while Lifetime
Movie Network will be available in America's Top 180 package.
Lifetime and Lifetime Movie Network's entertaining and award-winning programming and advocacy include:
Lifetime Original Movies like the February world premiere of For One Night starring Raven-Symone; popular
series like Will & Grace, The Golden Girls and Frasier, which joins the network in March; acclaimed dramas
such as Strong Medicine and Missing; a full slate of upcoming original series including Cheerleader Nation,
Face the Family, and LoveSpring (from Will & Grace's Eric McCormack); and unparalleled support to women
on issues of importance to them -- including breast cancer, heart disease, violence against women, and
economic equality.
This arrangement includes carriage under retransmission consent of the 28 Hearst-Argyle stations.
About EchoStar
EchoStar Communications Corporation (NASDAQ: DISH) serves more than 12 million satellite TV customers
through its DISH Network, the fastest growing U.S. provider of advanced digital television services in the last
five years. DISH Network offers hundreds of video and audio channels, Interactive TV, HDTV, sports and
international programming, together with professional installation and 24-hour customer service. Visit
EchoStar's DISH Network at www.dishnetwork.comor call 1-800-333-DISH (3474).

About Lifetime Entertainment Services
LIFETIME is the leader in women's television, and LIFETIME Television is one of the top-rated basic cable
television networks. A diverse, multi-media company, LIFETIME is committed to offering the highest quality
entertainment and information programming, and advocating a wide range of issues affecting women and
their families. LIFETIME Television, Lifetime Movie Network, Lifetime Real Women, Lifetime Home
Entertainment and Lifetime Online are part of LIFETIME Entertainment Services, a 50-50 joint venture of The
Hearst Corporation and The Walt Disney Company.
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